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Abstract. Identifying legal and illegal states significantly reduces computational complexity of
ATPG. A unified framework for identification of the legal and illegal states is presented. Most
known methods for identification of the legal and illegal states are interpretable within this frame-
work. New theorems and the resulting procedures for identifying exact collection of legal or illegal
states of a circuit are presented. Experimental results demonstrate that exact collection of legal
states for some circuits is significantly smaller than collections obtained by backward state search
algorithm and by algorithm based on combinational ATPG theorems. The use of the exact collection
of legal states allows identifying more undetectable faults. The proposed procedure for identifying
of the exact collection of legal states starts from any state of the circuit, builds initially an enlarged
collection of legal states and converges rapidly to the exact solution.
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1. Introduction

Test development for sequential circuits can be tedious and time-consuming. Automatic
test pattern generation (ATPG) tools have attempted to address this problem. ATPG for a
given target fault consists of two phases. Fault activation phase establishes a signal value
at the fault site opposite to that produced by the fault. Fault propagation phase propagates
the fault effect forward by sensitising a path from the fault site to a primary output.

The efficiency of ATPG is largely determined by decision-making and backtracking
strategies. Decision-making takes place during justification, the process of assigning val-
ues to gate inputs when the logic value of the gate output is known. The process is recur-
sive and ends when the primary inputs are reached. Backtracking takes place as a result
of implication, the process by which new values assigned during justification uniquely
determine the values on other signals. Because a circuit has reconvergent fan-outs, new
signal values during implication can conflict with the values of the signals assigned earlier
(Cheng and Krstic, 1999).

One of the complicating factors for ATPG is the existence of illegal states, i.e., states
that cannot be reached during the normal operation of a circuit. A sequential test generator
may waste a lot of time trying to justify illegal states. This often occurs when the target
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fault is undetectable; a situation recognised only when the exhaustive search for a test
sequence terminates without finding any. This search process relies on backtracking to
recover from dead-end situations. A dead-end is characterised by encountering either an
inconsistency (conflicting assignments) or a loop of illegal states.

Determining legal and illegal states is an efficient pre-processing technique of ATPG
that significantly reduces computational complexity (Longet al., 2000). For example,
knowing that a state is illegal allows for an ATPG algorithm to avoid an expensive and
futile state justification process. Also, any fault whose detection requires the circuit to be
in an illegal state can be immediately identified as undetectable.

In this work, we describe the forward and backward state search procedures and a
procedure for identifying exact collection of the legal states. All procedures are based on
applying of the conventional test pattern generator for stuck-at faults of combinational
circuits. The combinational test generator is managed by the state sets implemented as
PLA’s. This feature allows avoiding of circuit representation by BDD. A unified frame-
work for identification of the legal and illegal states is presented. Most known methods
for identification of the legal states are interpretable within this framework.

The suggested procedures rely on the combinational part of a sequential circuit only
what is very important for efficiency of practical computation. The goal of the experi-
ments is to compare the cardinality of the exact legal states collection with the collection
of reachable states identified on the iterative logic array model and to establish what in-
fluence it has for identifying of undetectable faults.

2. Preliminaries

A state variable corresponds to the flip-flop of sequential circuit. A state variable has the
fixed value 1 or 0 after powering up a circuit. The powering up collectionW consists of
all possible states after powering up a sequential circuit.

DEFINITION 1. A state variablev is settableif there exists an input sequence which sets
v to the fixed value starting from any state of powering up collectionW .

DEFINITION 2. A state variable isunsettableif it is not settable.

DEFINITION 3. A sequential circuit issynchronizableif all state variables are settable.

DEFINITION 4. A sequential circuit isnon-synchronizableif not all state variables are
settable.

DEFINITION 5. A sequential circuit ispartially synchronizableif some state variables
are settable.

Operating of a sequential circuit typically begins by applying an initialisation se-
quence. During this initialisation phase, the output responses are usually ignored. An
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initialisation sequence brings a circuit to the initialisation state and determines a pre-
dictable behaviour. During the normal operation, the circuit always operates in some
finite collections of states that satisfy the following conditions:

1. Any state in a collection is reachable from any other state in that collection.
2. No state in a collection can reach a state outside the collection.
These finite collections of states are typically referred to as theterminal strongly con-

nected components(tSCC) of a circuit.

DEFINITION 6. The states of tSCC arelegalstates.

DEFINITION 7. A state is said to beillegal if it is not legal state.

DEFINITION 8. A tSCC islegal if there exists an initialisation sequence that brings from
each initial state of collectionW to the state of this tSCC.

A synchronizable circuit has at most one legal tSCC. In sequential circuits undectabil-
ity and redundancy have different concepts. Several different definitions for sequential
undetectability and redundancy can be found in the literature. The definitions of this pa-
per are based on the definitions contained in (Pomeranz and Reddy, 1993; 1994).

DEFINITION 9. Initial statesS andSf are circuit states after powering up the faulty-free
and faulty circuit, respectively.

DEFINITION 10. A faultf is said to be detectable if there exists an input sequenceI such
that for every pair of initial statesS andSf of the fault-free and faulty circuit respectively
the responseZ(I, S) of the fault-free circuit to the input sequenceI is different from the
responseZf(I, Sf ) of the faulty circuit at a specific time unit and on a specific primary
output.

Note that this definition is based on a single observation time (SOT) approach (Pomer-
anz and Reddy, 1992).

DEFINITION 11. A fault is said to be undetectable if it is not detectable.

DEFINITION 12. A fault is partially detectable if there exists an initial stateSf of the
faulty circuit and an input sequenceI such that for every fault-free initial stateS the
response of the fault-free circuit toI, starting fromS, Z(I, S) is different from the re-
sponse of the faulty circuit starting fromSf , Zf(I, Sf ) at a specific time unit and on a
specific primary output.

A collectionL of legal states and a collectionLn of illegal states can be exact (com-
plete), enlarged and partial. The exact collectionL (Ln) has all legal (illegal) states. A
partial collectionL (Ln) has only some of the legal (illegal) states. The exact collectionL

(Ln) is complementary to the exact collectionLn (L). The enlarged collectionL (Ln) is
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All possible states of the circuit

Exact collectionL of legal states Exact collectionLn of illegal states
(Identification of undetectable faults) (Identification of undetectable faults)

Enlarged collectionL of legal states Partial collection Ln of illegal states
(Identification of undetectable faults) (Identification of undetectable faults)

Partial collection L of legal states Enlarged collectionLn of illegal states

Fig. 1. The relations between exact, partial and enlarged state collections.

complementary to the partial collectionLn (L) and includes all legal (illegal) and some
illegal (legal) states. The use in ATPG of any collectionL (Ln) can reduce computational
complexity of test generation. However, the identification of undetectable faults relies
on the use of the exact or enlarged collectionL and on the use of the exact or partial
collectionLn . The partial collectionL and enlarged collectionLn are not applicable
for identification of undetectable circuits. Fig. 1 illustrates the relations between exact,
partial and enlarged collections and their application for identification of undetectable
faults.

3. Identification of Legal and Illegal States

The existing approaches for identification of collections of legalL and illegalLn states
can be divided into four groups:

• Methods of the group M1 for identification of the legal states rely on a forward
state search of the circuit starting from a given set of reset states (Linet al., 1990;
Touati et al., 1990; Choet al., 1993). The forward state search yields the exact
collectionL of legal states, which can be complemented to get the exact collection
Ln of illegal states. The methods require at least one legal state or initialisation
sequence to be known in advance. However, some circuits operate without reset.

• Methods of the group M2 for identification of the legal states rely on three-valued
logic simulation and on a forward state search of the circuit starting from an un-
known state (Lianget al., 1995). The use of the collection of legal states allows
identifying of undetectable faults in the circuit. However, faults that are claimed as
undetectable using three-valued simulation may, in fact, be testable (Longet al.,
2000).

• Methods of the group M3 for identifying of the legal states rely on the iterative
logic array of the circuit (Pomeranz and Reddy, 1994). The forward state search
starting from the all-possible initial states yields the enlarged collectionL of le-
gal states. The approach is based on so called combinational ATPG Theorems
(Agrawal and Chakrather, 1993; 1995) and on so called Pixley’s outer envelope
computation (Qadeeret al., 1996).
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• Methods of the group M4 for identifying of the illegal states rely on eliminating
of the states without predecessors and ignoring self-loops (Longet al., 2000). The
backward state search starting from all possible states as legal yields a partial col-
lectionLn of illegal states. Methods don’t require reset or initialisation sequence.

Methods of the first two groups M1 and M2 either are restricted to the synchronizable
circuits only or get an incorrect result. Methods of the last two groups M3 and M4 yield
the enlarged collection of legal states. We propose a unified framework for identification
legal and illegal states and a procedure for identifying legal states that doesn’t require re-
set or initialisation sequence and yields exact collection of legal states for synchronizable,
partially synchronizable and non-synchronizable circuits. The procedure generalises and
accumulates the best features of the methods from all four groups.

4. Forward State Search Procedure

The iterative logic array model of a synchronous sequential circuitC consists of copies
of the combinational logic of the circuit, connected in such a way that the next state
variables of one copy drive the present state variables of the copy to its right (Breuer and
Friedman, 1976). Our procedures rely only on one copy of the combinational logic of the
iterative logic array model.

First at all, consider how to manage search space of conventional test generator for
stuck-at faults of a combinational circuit by means of the PLA’s. The extra PLA’s con-
nected to the some or all inputs or outputs of circuit restrict search space of test generator.
The search space depends on the PLA function. Therefore, the modification of PLA func-
tion changes the search space of test generator. Let consider the simple circuit given in
Fig. 2.

Let suppose all possible output vectors should be established. The conventional test
generator applied to the circuit gives input and output vectors given in Fig. 3, which detect
all stuck-at faults of the circuit.

The test generator defines three output vectors 100, 000, 011. Further, these defined
output vectors must be forbidden in the output search space by means of PLA in order
to get more output vectors by test generator. The modified circuit with PLA is given in
Fig. 4.

The PLA function generates on the PLA output the value 1 for the forbidden vectors
and generates value 0 in all other cases. Therefore, conventional test generator applied to

Input vectors Output vectors
Detected faults

a b c d e f

0 1 1 1 0 0 a1
1, a1

2, a1
3, d0, e1, f1

1 0 0 0 0 0 a0
1, b1, c1, d1, e1, f1

1 1 1 0 1 1 a0
1, a0

2, a0
3, b0, c0, d1,

e0, f0

Fig. 2. Circuittest1. Fig. 3. Test patterns of circuittest1.
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Fig. 4. Circuittest1with PLA.

Input vectors Output vectors
Detected faults

a b c d e f

1 0 1 0 0 1 a0
1, b1, c0, d1, e1, f0

1 1 0 0 1 0 a0
1, a0

2, b0, c1, d1, e0, f1

Fig. 5. Test patterns of circuit with PLA.

the circuit with PLA in Fig. 4 and required 0 on the PLA output will generate test vectors,
which output vectors are different from vectors forbidden by PLA. Note that in this case
the test generator considers all stuck-at faults again. The input and output vectors and
detected stuck-at faults of conventional test generator applied to the circuit of Fig. 4 are
given in Fig. 5.

Test generator defines two new output vectors 001, 010. Note that in the case of search
space restriction using PLA not all stuck-at faults can be detected. Further, new defined
output vectors must be forbidden in the output search space including new terms into
PLA in order to get new output vectors by test generator. Test generator for the circuit
in Fig. 4 with five terms 100, 000, 011, 001, 010 of PLA gives no new vectors. We will
prove later that all possible output vectors are defined in this case.

The search space of input vectors can be restricted by PLA in similar way. The PLA
with two terms connected to the circuit inputsb andc is given in Fig. 6.

In this case the test generator will consider only such test vectors that have on inputs
b andc signal values 10 or 11, i.e., only vectors 010, 110, 011,111 are permitted on the
circuit inputs. The test generator would consider only such test vectors that don’t have on
inputsb andc signal values 10 or 11, i.e., vectors 010, 110, 011, 111 are forbidden on the
circuit inputs, if the signal value 0 were required on the output of PLA.

A model for identifying of the states that are reachable (that can be reached) from
a given initial state for synchronous sequential circuits is shown in Fig. 7. All the next
state variables are assumed to be observable. All the primary inputs and present state
variables are assumed to be controllable. A combinational test generation procedure for
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single stuck-at fault model is used to generate a test for the single fault injected into
combinational logic of the circuit.

A test generation procedure takes into account collectionP of present and collection
N of next state variables. The states in collectionsP andN are permitted for the present
and next state variables during a search by test generation. The forward state search pro-
cedure starts from one or few initial states. At the beginning, the present state search
spaceP consists of initial states and the next state search spaceN consists of all possible
states. The test generation procedure produces test vectors for single faults of combi-
national logic of the copy. The next state variables of the output test vectors identify a
collectionR of states reached from the initial states. Then the collectionR of reached
states reduces the collectionN (N := N\R) and supplements the collectionF of front
states (F := F ∪ R), which is empty at the beginning of iteration (F := ∅). The states
in the collectionF reflect the front by expansion of states. A repeated test generation
for all faults of combinational logic produces new test vectors and a new collectionR of

Fig. 6. Circuittest1with PLA connected to the inputsb andc.

Fig. 7. A model for state search of a circuit.
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the reached states, which reduces again the collectionN and supplements the collection
F . An iteration ends if test generation procedure returns no test vectors. This means that
all reachable states are reached from the collection of statesP and indicates the end of
state search front. New iteration (front) of the forward state search procedure starts with
collectionP := F . The iterations of the procedure terminate if test generation procedure
starting from the last front collectionF returns no test vectors. This means that no state
can be reached from the last front collectionF , and a collection complementary toN is
the collection of reachable states of the circuitC. An illustration of the first and second
fronts for states expansion from the initial state is given in Fig. 8.

A search space of the combinational test generator for stuck-at faults is limited by
state collectionsP andN that are implemented using PLA’s. The PLA’s manage a con-
ventional test generator for stuck-at faults of a combinational circuit. Let the collection
P contains states {11011, 11010, 01011, 01001}. It corresponds to the cubes {1101x,
010x1}. Then the PLA description for SYNOPSYS is the following:

#PLA terms
#in out
1 1 0 1 - 1
0 1 0 - 1 1
% % % % % 0

The synthesised PLA has one output. All inputs of the PLA are connected to the
present state variables. The test generator is managed by requesting permanent value
“true” on the output of the PLA. This request restricts the search space of test generator
by states in the collection P. The requesting of the permanent value “false” on the output
of the PLA restricts the search space of test generator by states complementary to the
states in the collectionP .

The collection of the reached statesR can directly supplement the collectionP (P :=
P ∪ R). In this case the number of state search fronts can’t be fixed. The Forward State
Search procedure (FSS) for obtaining reachable states of the circuit without fixing the
number of the expansion fronts is given in Fig. 9.

Fig. 8. The fronts of initial state expansion.
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(1) Build the model for state search of synchronous sequential circuitC as presented in Fig. 7.
(2) P := {initial states}, N := {all states}.
(3) Apply to the model test generation procedure for all single stuck-at faults of combinational

logic. All the next state variables are assumed to be observable. All the primary inputs and
present state variables are assumed to be controllable.

(4) The next state variables of the test vectors identify some collectionR of states reached from
the states in collectionP .

(5) If the collection of reachable statesR is empty, then collectionP consists of reachable states
of the circuitC. Otherwise setP := P ∪ R (P := P\{initial states} after expansion of the
first front),N := N\R and return to Step (3).

Fig. 9. Procedure FSS to obtain states reachable from a given initial state.

Theorem 1. The procedure FSS identifies all states reachable from a given initial state.

Proof. Let a circuitC have a reachable stateS′, which is not in the collectionP after
procedure FSS has finished. This means that there exists a stateS ∈ P , which is a prede-
cessor ofS′, and exists a test vector that bringsC from the stateS toS′. Each input vector
detects at least one fault of the combinational logic, therefore, this test vector detects at
least one fault of the combinational logic of the circuit. However, it is a contradiction to
the fact that a test generator did not find any test vector for the faults of combinational
logic in case when the input vectors are restricted to have states from the collectionP

only.

Theorem 2. The reachable states identified by procedure FSS compose a tSCC if the
initial state is a legal one.

Proof. The states of legal tSCC must satisfy the following conditions:
1. Any state in a collection is reachable from any other state in that collection.
2. No state in a collection can reach a state outside the collection.
A collection of reachable states satisfies second condition according to the Theorem 2.

Suppose that a stateS′ ∈ P can’t be reached from some other legal stateS ∈ P . The
statesS′ andS are reachable from the initial state. The initial state can be reached from
the legal stateS. The stateS′ can be reached from the initial state also and, therefore,
S′ can be reached fromS, what is a contradiction to the assumption that stateS′ is not
reachable fromS.

For example, consider the ITC’99 gate-level benchmark circuit b02 given in Fig. E1.
The state diagram of the circuit b02 is shown in Fig. E2, where filled circles represent
legal states. The combinational logic of the example circuit is given in Fig. E3. The input
names with first letters “psv” represent present state variables and the output names with
first letters “nsv” represent next state variables.

The realisation of the proposed model for circuit b02 is presented in Fig. E4, where
block b02c represents combinational logic of the circuit, blocksN andP are PLA’s and
the content of PLA’s for the third iteration is given in the box. The results of experiments
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Fig. E1. Circuit b02. Fig. E2. All state diagram of circuit b02.

Fig. E3. The combinational logic of circuit b02. Fig. E4. Realisation of the model for circuit b02.

with Forward State Search Procedure on example circuit are given in Tables E1 and E2,
where “Itn.” – number of iteration, flip-flop order in state vector – T3, T2, T1, T0, the
encoding style of states – binary. The collectionP in the third iteration contains states
{0010, 0011, 0101, 0110}. These states in the collectionP restrict the input vector search
for test generator. The states in the collectionN are complementary to the states in the
collectionP and restrict the output vector search for test generator as well. The conven-
tional test generator finds a test vector for each state transition from a state in collection
P to the state in collectionN if any fault of combinational part of the circuit is a target.
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Table E1
The results of experiments with Forward State Search procedure on example circuit. S1∈ tSCC

Itn. 1 2 3 4 5

P {S1} {S2, S5} {S2, S3, S5, S6} {S0, S2, S3,
S4, S5, S6}

{S0, S1, S2, S3,
S4, S5, S6, S9}

R {S2, S5} {S3, S6} {S0, S4} {S1, S9} ∅

Table E2
The results of experiments with Forward State Search procedure on example circuit. S15�∈ tSCC

Itn. 1 2 3 4 5 6

P {S15} {S6} {S0, S4, S6} {S0, S1, S4, S6,
S9}

{S0, S1, S2, S4,
S5, S6, S9}

{S0, S1, S2, S3,
S4, S5, S6, S9}

R {S6} {S0, S4} {S1, S9} {S2, S5} {S3} ∅

5. Backward State Search Procedure

By analogy with FSS procedure the Backward State Search procedure BSS to obtain the
states from which initial state can be reached was developed. This procedure is given in
Fig. 10. The procedure identifies all states from which a given initial state is reachable.

Theorem 3. The procedure BSS identifies all states from which a given initial state can
be reached.

Proof. Suppose a circuitC has a stateS′ from which an initial state can be reached, but
this state is not in the collectionN upon termination of the procedure BSS. This means
that there exists a stateS ∈ N , which can be reached fromS′, and also exists a test vector
that brings the stateS′ to S. This test vector detects at least one fault of the combinational
logic. However, it is a contradiction to the fact that procedure BSS did not detect any fault
of combinational logic and did not return any test vector for the collection of statesN .

(1) Build the model of synchronous sequential circuitC as presented in Fig. 7.
(2) N := {initial states}; P := {all states};
(3) Apply to the model test generation procedure for all single stuck-at faults of combinational

logic. All the next state variables are assumed to be observable. All the primary inputs and
present state variables are assumed to be controllable.

(4) The present state variables of the test vectors identify some collectionR of predecessor states,
from which the states in the collectionN are reachable.

(5) If the collection of predecessor statesR is empty, then collectionN consists of states from
which an initial state of the circuitC is reachable. Otherwise setN := N ∪ R (N :=
N\{initial states} after expansion of the first front),P := P\R and return to Step (3).

Fig. 10. Procedure BSS to obtain states from which an initial state is reachable.
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Table E3
The results of experiments with Backward State Search procedure on example circuit. S1∈ tSCC

Itn. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

N {S1} {S0, S8} {S0, S8,
S14}

{S0, S6,
S8, S14}

{S0, S2,
S5, S6,
S8,
S14}

{S0, S1,
S2, S5, S6,
S8, S9,
S10, S13,
S14}

{S0, S1,
S2, S4, S5,
S6, S7, S8,
S9, S10,
S13, S14}

{S0, S1,
S2, S3,
S4, S5, S6,
S7, S8, S9,
S10, S11,
S12, S13,
S14, S15}

R {S0, S8} {S14} {S6} {S2, S5} {S1, S9,
S10,
S13}

{S4, S7} {S3, S11,
S12, S15}

∅

Table E4
The results of experiments with Backward State Search procedure on example circuit. S15�∈ tSCC

Itn. 1 2

N {S15} ∅

R ∅ ∅

The results of experiments with Backward State Search Procedure on example circuit
are given in Tables E3 and E4. Note, we always getN := {all states} (see Table E3) if
procedure starts from a legal state.

6. Identification of the Exact Collection of Legal States

The reset or initialization sequence identifies at least one legal state of synchronizable
circuits. However, no initialisation sequence exists for non-synchronizable and partially
synchronizable circuits. Recently Qadeeret al. (1996) have proposed an exact algorithm
for computing tSCC. A tSCC is obtained by successively pruning the state space and per-
forming forward and backward reachability computations from a state picked at random
from the not reduced state space. If the state picked randomly belongs to a tSCC, then
the forwardly reachable collection will be a tSCC and the picked state will belong to the
backwardly reachable collection; otherwise, the whole backwardly reachable collection
can be pruned away. In the worst case the forward or backward reachability computa-
tions may require the number of iterations exponential to the number of state variables.
We suggest a new procedure for identification of the exact collection of tSCC for syn-
chronizable, non-synchronizable and partially synchronizable circuits if no legal state is
known in advance. The procedure we will describe initially gives an enlarged collection
of legal states and converges rapidly to the exact solution.

Each state of the circuit has at least one successor. However, some states of the circuit
don’t have predecessors. A state is called a deadlock state if from this state no other state
can be reached.
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DEFINITION 13. The circuit is a securely operating circuit (SO) if an operational be-
haviour of the circuit doesn’t depend on the initial states after powering up.

A circuit is always securely operating circuit if all its states are legal. A circuit with
deadlock states can’t operate securely. A circuit can occur in the deadlock state after
powering up.

Let the procedure FSS identify a collectionRF of states reachable from the initial
state and the procedure BSS identify a collectionRB of states from which the initial state
is reachable.

Theorem 4. ThetSCC= RF if RF ⊆ RB.

Proof. The states of tSCC must satisfy the following conditions:
1. Any state in a collection is reachable from any other state in that collection.
2. No state in a collection can reach a state outside the collection.
A collectionRF of states satisfies the second condition according to Theorem 2. Sup-

pose a stateS′ ∈ RF can’t be reached from other stateS ∈ RF . The initial state can be
reached fromS ∈ RF , becauseS also belongs toRB. A stateS′ can be reached from
the initial state and, therefore, from the stateS, what is a contradiction to the assumption
that stateS′ is not reachable fromS.

Theorem 5. The states of the collectionRB do not belong totSCCif RF ∩ RB = ∅.

Proof. Suppose a stateS ∈ RB belongs to tSCC. The states of the tSCC must satisfy the
following conditions:

1. Any state in a collection is reachable from any other state in that collection.
2. No state in a collection can reach a state outside the collection.
The states of collectionRF must belong to the same tSCC, because these states are

reachable from the stateS ∈ RB. However, the stateS is not reachable from the states of
collectionRF , becauseRF ∩ RB = ∅. It is a contradiction to the condition 1 for tSCC,
and the assumption that the stateS ∈ RB belongs to a tSCC is wrong. The initial state
doesn’t belong to the tSCC also, because the collectionRB doesn’t includeRF .

Theorem 6. The collectionRF includes all the states oftSCC for securely operating
circuits.

Proof. Suppose a stateS belongs to a tSCC, butS 	∈ RF . In this case the stateS of
tSCC isn’t reachable from any state of collectionRF . The procedure FSS terminates if
the circuit includes deadlock states or states of tSCC only. Therefore, the collectionRF

must include deadlock states if the stateS 	∈ RF . However, it is in contradiction to the
condition of Theorem 6 that only securely operating circuits are considered.

Theorem 7. A securely operating circuit has at most onetSCC.
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Proof. Suppose such a circuit has two terminal strongly connected components tSCC1

and tSCC2. A tSCC satisfies the condition that no state in a tSCC can reach a state outside
the tSCC. The initial state after powering up can be a state of tSCC1, and from this state
no state in tSCC2 can be reached. Therefore, the states of tSCC2 become not legal. It is
a contradiction to the fact that the circuit is securely operating one and an operational
behaviour doesn’t depend on the initial states after powering up.

Theorems 4, 5 and 6 create a basis for procedure Identifying STates (IST) of tSCC,
which is shown in Fig. 11.

The procedure IST is applicable for synchronizable, partially synchronizable and non-
synchronizable circuits. Note that almost always the last state included into collectionRF

by procedure BSS is a legal one. The use of this property creates a possibility mostly suc-
cessfully to select legal state as an initial state and to avoid using more than two iterations
in the procedure. The suggested procedure differs from the algorithm of Qadeeret al.
(1996) in that it selects the initial state from the smaller collectionT , prevents back-
ward search among all illegal states, and early identifies the initial state as illegal. These
differences allow increasing the speed of convergence to the exact solution significantly.

The results of experiments with Procedure IST on example circuit are given in Tables
E5 and E6.

(1) Build the model for state search of synchronous sequential circuitC as presented in Fig. 7.
(2) P := {all states}; N := {all states};
(3) Apply test generation procedure to the model for all single stuck-at faults of combinational

logic. All the next state variables are assumed to be observable. All the primary inputs and
present state variables are assumed to be controllable.

(4) The present state variables of the test vectors identify some collectionT necessary for detect-
ing faults of the combinational logic. Select at random an initial stateS from the collectionT .

(5) Identify using procedure FSS the collectionRF of states reachable from the initial stateS.
(6) If S ∈ RF , then identify using procedure BSS (among the states of collectionRF ) the

collectionRB of states from which initial stateS is reachable. Otherwise, select other initial
stateS, which was last included into collectionRF by procedure FSS and return to Step (5).

(7) If RF = RB , then tSCC:= RF . Otherwise setRF := RF \RB , select other initial stateS,
which was last included into collectionRF by procedure FSS and return to Step (5).

Fig. 11. Procedure IST to obtain the exact collection of legal states.

Table E5
The results of experiments with procedure IST on example circuit Start from the legal state

Itn. 1 2

Initial state S=S4 (legal state) tSCC= RF

RF {S0, S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S9} –

RB {S0, S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S9} –
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Table E6
The results of experiments with procedure IST on example circuit. Start from the illegal state

Itn. 1 2 3

Initial state S=S8 (illegal state) S=S3, S3∈ RF tSCC= RF

RF {S0, S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S9} {S0, S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S9} –

RB – {S0, S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S9} –

7. Identification of Undetectable Faults

A model for identifying legal states can be applied for identifying undetectable faults.
The procedure UNF for identifying UNdetectable Faults based on the states of tSCC is
given in Fig. 12.

Lemma 1. The responseZ(I, S) of the fault-free circuit to the input sequenceI and
the responseZf (I, Sf ) of the faulty circuit are different for at least on one legal state,
reached by input sequenceI, if fault f is detectable by the sequenceI.

Proof. Suppose responses are different on an illegal state only. In this case the responses
depend on the initial circuit state. However, it is a contradiction to the statement of
Lemma 1 that faultf is detectable and responses are different for every pair of initial
statesS andSf .

Theorem 8. The faults identified as undetectable by procedure UNF are undetectable in
circuit C.

Proof. Suppose that a faultf identified as undetectable by procedure UNF is detectable
in circuit C. According to Definition 11 a faultf is detectable if there exists an input
sequenceI such that for every pair of initial statesS andSf of the fault-free and faulty
circuit, respectively, the responseZ(I, S) of the fault-free circuit to the input sequenceI

is different from the responseZf (I, Sf ) of the faulty circuit at a specific time unit and on
a specific primary output. An input sequence brings the circuit from the fully unspecified
initial state to the legal one. The faultf can be detectable if there exists a state for which
the responses of fault-free and faulty circuits are different on a specific circuit output or
on the next state. All legal states are evaluated by procedure UNF. It remains, that an input

(1) Build the model of synchronous sequential circuitC as presented in Fig. 7.
(2) P := {states of tSCC}; N := {all states};
(3) Apply to the model test generation procedure for all single stuck-at faults of combinational

logic. All the next state variables are assumed to be observable. All the primary inputs and
present state variables are assumed to be controllable.

(4) Test generation procedure identifies undetectable faults of combinational logic.

Fig. 12. Procedure UNF to obtain undetectable faults.
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sequence has different responses on the illegal state, but it is a contradiction to Lemma 1,
which states that an input sequence response are different on at least one legal state.

The results of identifying undetectable faults depend on the cardinality of the state
collection considered. The state collection used in the procedure UNF includes only legal
states. The proof of the theorems (Pomeranz and Reddy, 1994; Reddyet al., 1999) for
the procedures for identifying of undetectable faults using an iterative logic array model
is based on the possibility to reach a fault activation state from a state on a cycle. The
reachable states on the output of next state variables of an iterative logic array of unlimited
length are only the states on a cycle. These states on a cycle include all legal states and
may include some illegal states on a cycle. Therefore, the proof of theorem in (Pomeranz
and Reddy, 1994) is not valid for the legal states only. For example, experimental results
of this paper show that for circuit s713 the collection of reachable states on the output
of next state variables of an iterative logic array of unlimited length contains 6461 states
on a cycle. This collection of states allows identifying of 38 undetectable faults. The
collection tSCC of legal states for this circuit contains 1544 states and allows identifying
of 101 undetectable faults.

8. Identification of the Legal and Illegal States from all Possible States

The methods of the groups M3 and M4 apply forward and backward state search from
all possible input and output states. The state collection shrinks by each iteration starting
from the collection of all possible input (output) states. The procedure terminates if each
state of the collection has at least one other state as predecessor in the collection. An
implementation (procedure FBS) of both methods is given in Fig. 13.

The results of experiments with Procedure FBS on example circuit are given in Tab-
le E7.

Algorithm FILL (Long et al., 2000) eliminates self-loops of states by identifying ille-
gal states from all possible states. The model for eliminating self-loops for unified frame-
work is shown in Fig. 14. Forbidding the same states on the input and output of combi-

(1) Build the model for identifying legal states of synchronizable circuitC as presented in Fig. 7.
(2) P := {all possible states}; N := {all possible states}; F := ∅;
(3) Apply test generation procedure to the model for all single stuck-at faults of combinational

logic. All the next state variables are assumed to be observable. All the primary inputs and
present state variables are assumed to be controllable.

(4) The next state variables of the obtained test vectors identify some collectionR of states
reached from the states in the collectionP .

(5) If the collection of reachable statesR is not empty, then setF := F ∪ R, N := N\R and
return to Step (3).

(6) If F = P , then collectionF consists of states reachable from all possible input and output
states. Otherwise setP := F ; N := F ; and return to Step (3).

Fig. 13. Procedure FBS to obtain a collection of states with at least one predecessor in the collection.
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Table E7
The results of experiments with procedure FBS on example circuit

Itn. 1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2

P ALL ALL {S0, S1, S2, S3,
S4, S5, S6, S9}

{S0, S1, S2, S3,
S4, S5, S6, S9}

N ALL ALL \R {S0, S1, S2, S3,
S4, S5, S6, S9}

∅

R {S0, S1, S2, S3,
S4, S5, S6, S9}

∅ {S0, S1, S2, S3,
S4, S5, S6, S9}

∅

F {S0, S1, S2, S3,
S4, S5, S6, S9}

{S0, S1, S2, S3,
S4, S5, S6, S9}

{S0, S1, S2, S3,
S4, S5, S6, S9}

F = P

Fig. 14. A model for eliminating self-loops.

national logic eliminates self-loops of states. This is achieved by requesting permanent
value “true” on the output of the gate M2 (modulus 2).

9. Experimental Results

The collection of reachable states identified on the iterative logic array model should
be theoretically larger than the exact collection of tSCC. The goal of experiments is to
compare the cardinality of the exact collection tSCC and of the collection of reachable
states identified on the iterative logic array model and to establish what influence it has
for identifying of undetectable faults.

The present and next state search space constraints of the model in Fig. 7 are im-
plemented as PLA’s. We have used conventional SYNOPSYS test generator for combi-
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national circuits. The value of PLA output corresponds to legal states, the complemen-
tary value – to the illegal states. In general, some states can be compacted into a single
cube. Saving and processing a state cube is better than individually processing the state
minterms represented by that cube. Since a cube is a compact representation of a set of
values, the number of lines that need to be saved and processed is smaller.

Note that modification of the circuit by routing a global reset signal to all FFs signi-
ficantly changes the quantity of tSCC states. For example, the original circuit S344 has
1458 legal states, whereas the circuit with global reset signal has 2625 states. Therefore,
the cardinality of legal states exact sets given in (Longet al., 2000) is not correct for some
circuits.

We used as examples the ISCAS89 Benchmark circuits and b02 and b03 circuits from
ITC’99 Benchmarks. As an indication of how accurate are different methods, Table 1
compares the number of legal states and undetectable faults found by procedure IST
with those obtained by procedure FBS based on combinational ATPG theorems (Liang
et al., 1995; Agrawal and Chakrather, 1993) and by procedure FBS with eliminating
self-loops what corresponds to the FILL algorithm (Longet al., 2000). Eliminating of
self-loops shrinks a collection of states obtained by backward state search procedure for
circuits s344and s349. Table 1 comprises the results of procedure FSS starting from two
initial states (010101. . . .) and (101010. . . .), respectively. In most cases the procedure
FSS gives almost exact collection of legal states except for the circuits s641 and s713 for
the state (101010. . . .).

The columns under heading “IST-tSCC” give the exact number of legal states and
the number of undetectable faults. In all cases IST gives almost exact collection of legal
states already after the first iteration. The exact collection of legal states is significantly
smaller as compared to collections obtained by backward state search algorithm and by
algorithm based on combinational ATPG theorems (for circuits s344, s349, s641, s713,

Table 1

Experimental results

FBS FBS–loops FSS–010101.. FSS–101010.. IST-tSCC
Circ. #FF %

States Und States Und States Und States Und States Und

s298 218 35 218 35 254 18 251 30 218 35 14 1.33
s344 5342 7 1487 7 1490 5 1487 7 1487 7 15 4.54
s349 5342 9 1487 9 1490 7 1487 9 1487 9 15 4.54
s386 13 70 13 70 13 70 13 70 13 70 6 20.31
s510 57 0 47 0 47 0 47 0 47 0 6 20.31
s641 6461 0 6461 0 1548 58 6461 0 1544 59 19 0.29
s713 6461 38 6461 38 1548 100 6461 38 1544 101 19 0.29
s820 25 35 25 35 25 35 25 35 25 35 5 78.13
s832 25 51 25 51 25 51 25 51 25 51 5 78.13
s1196 2615 0 2615 0 2615 0 2615 0 2615 0 18 1.00
s1238 2615 68 2615 68 2615 68 2615 68 2615 68 18 1.00
s1488 48 40 48 40 48 40 48 40 48 40 6 75.00
s1494 48 51 48 51 48 51 48 51 48 51 6 75.00
b02 8 0 8 0 8 0 8 0 8 0 4 50.00
b03 * 5 * 5 2058 67 >2500 22 2058 85 30 1.92e−4
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b03). It conditions less number of undetectable faults for circuits s641, s713, b03. The
last two columns show the number of flip-flops and the ratio of the number of legal states
to the number of all-possible states in percents for the circuits considered.

However, the sequential static learning approach (Linet al., 1998) gives almost the
same number of undetectable faults as that obtained using exact collection tSCC. It al-
lows to conclude that practical procedures based on the iterative logic array model with
sequential static learning give a solution very close to the solution produced using the
exact collection of tSCC for the circuits considered.

10. Concluding Remarks

We have presented a unified framework for identification legal states and undetectable
faults in synchronous sequential circuits. Most known methods for identification legal
states and undetectable faults are interpretable within this framework. The framework
uses the combinational logic of sequential circuit and PLA’s for limiting of search space.
We have presented new theorems and the resulting procedures for identifying exact col-
lection of legal states and for identifying undetectable faults. We proved that a securely
operating circuit has at most one terminal of strongly connected components (tSCC). The
forward and backward search procedures FSS and BSS give all possible states reachable
from a given initial state and all possible states from which an initial state is reachable.
The theorems create a basis for procedure IST for obtaining the exact collection of legal
states from any initial state for synchronizable, non-synchronizableand partially synchro-
nizable circuits. A unified framework allows implementing of algorithm based on com-
binational ATPG theorems, implementing algorithms for backward state search starting
from all possible states and eliminating self-loops. Experimental results were presented
to demonstrate that the exact collection of legal states is significantly smaller than the
collections obtained by backward state search algorithm and by algorithm based on the
combinational ATPG theorems. The proposed procedure IST gives almost exact collec-
tion of legal states after the first iteration already.
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Legali ↪u ir nelegali ↪u būsen ↪u nustatymas sinchroniṅese nuosekliose
schemose remiantis test↪u sudarymu

Eduardas BAREIŠA, K↪estutis MOTIEJ̄UNAS, Rimantas ŠEINAUSKAS

Legali ↪u ir nelegali↪u būsen↪u nustatymas reikšmingai sumažina test↪u sudarymo skaičiavim ↪u
apimt↪i. Straipsnyje pateiktos legali↪u ir nelegali↪u būsen↪u nustatymo sinchroniṅese nuosekliose
schemose proced̄uros. ↪Irodyta, kad darbe pasiūlytos proced̄uros leidžia apskaičiuoti tikslias legali↪u
ir nelegali↪u būsen↪u aibes. Eksperimentiniai rezultatai demonstruoja, kad tiksli↪u legali ↪u ir nele-
gali ↪u būsen↪u aibi ↪u panaudojimas test↪u generavime↪igalina nustatyti daugiau netikrinam↪u gedim↪u
nei ankšciau žinomi metodai.


